BUCK GARDNER CALLING RANGE

experience of caller

purpose

loudness

polycarbonate

Arcrylic
(long lasting)

hand tuned

Price

The added
Arcrylic is a higher
advantage of being
quality material
optimised by a
that lasts longer
professional for the
than polycarbonate
best performance

Duck

it is important to buy a
caller at the level of
ability that you are at

what you will buy this caller for

BG DUCK SLIMPIECE

Experienced caller

versatile finishing call, ideal for finesse
calling and whiny, high-pitched calling to
close the deal on skittish ducks

7

✓

✓

$

249.00

Experienced caller

Designed as a contest call, the
Kryptonite is ultra loud, making it perfect
for open water areas that require extra
volume, Handles high-end volume
without sacrificing low-end control

10

✓

✓

$

229.00

Intermediate caller

The Reactor delivers back-pressure
unlike any other double reed call on the
market, thanks to a design that reduces
escaping air. very easy to blow and
makes a perfect mid-range and finishing
call capable of soft, pleading quacks that
gets shy ducks to react.

7

✓

✓

$

149.00

BG DUCK SPITFIRE

Intermediate caller

The Sorta' Single™ reed-and-a-half
system is a hybrid between a single reed
call and a true double reed call. This
allows for the forgiveness of a double
reed without sacrificing the range or tone
of a single reed. Spit-Tech tone board
design ensures that the Spitfire will blow
wet and the reeds won't stick, even as
saliva, condensation, or pond water
cycles through the call. Features an
acrylic barrel with a polycarbonate insert.

7

✓

✓

✓

$

89.99

BG DUCK MALLARD
HAMMER

Beginner caller

The classic Mallard Hammer has
adouble reed system. It's slightly shorter
barrel, smaller exhaust port, and thickwall insert gives it a little raspier tone

8

✓

✓

$

59.99

BG DUCK TALL TIMBER II

Beginner caller

The Tall Timber is made for barky hail
calls and aggressive feeding chatter to
grab their attention and coax ducks down
through the trees.

5

✓

$

59.99

Goose

experience of caller

purpose

loudness

polycarbonate

Experienced caller

The Honker Hammer XL is engineered
with high-end design features inspired by
some of the best goose hunters in the
USA. The broken-in guts and reed
system are super responsive and pick up
with minimal air pressure. A longer insert
delivers more back pressure and ease of
control, which enhances the
responsiveness even more.

BG DUCK KRYPTONITE

BG DUCK REACTOR

BG GOOSE HONKER
HAMMER XL

BG GOOSE GREY GHOST

BG GOOSE CANADA
HAMMER II

out of 10, how far A durable material
you can project
but not as long
your call
lasting as arcrylic

Arcrylic

hand tuned

8

✓

n/a

$

149.00

Intermediate caller

The Grey Ghost is designed with a
shorter barrel and shorter insert geared
for more advanced goose callers. It
produces lighting fast double-clucks and
has a higher pitch for loud, ringing honks
that stand out from the crowd when
hunting pressured birds. The broken-in
guts and shaved reed are superresponsive and pick up with minimal air
pressure.

10

✓

n/a

$

149.00

Beginner caller

Our original short-reed Canada goose
call is still the easiest operating goose
call ever made. Each call has a shaved
reed for fast pick-up and is hand-tuned to
ensure performance that far exceeds the
price. The Quick-Tune™ guts and reed
system make cleaning, re-tuning, and reassembly simple. The double O-ring
insert forms an airtight seal with the
barrel to enhance sound quality.

8

n/a

$

59.99

✓

Price

